All Around Fun Events and Party Rentals. We rent tents. Serving the Minneapolis and St. Paul areas. We
offer set up and delivery on all of our tents. We also rent tables, and chairs. Did you know we have the
only 4 person monkey motion in the 5 state area. We rent laser tag, call for details. Moonwalk rentals
and other great inflatables.
Always call gopher one call before you set up a tent. They need about a week, it is a free service, simply
call 811 from any phone. Or go online to gopher one call and do it online. If we are setting up the tent
for you we cannot do the installation if gopher one call has not been notified!

Tent set up and tear down instructions
20’ x 20’ Party Tent Canopy Setup Instructions:
CONTENTS 20X20:
8 two piece side poles (16 total pieces)
1 four piece center pole (3 total pieces)
12 -18˝ steel stakes
12 tensioning straps (attached to canopy)
1 pole bag
1 stake bucket
1 canopy bag
SET UP:
1. Spread the canopy flat and pull the corners square.
2. Pull straps out perpendicular to the edge of the canopy. See diagram.

3. Place stakes in the ground at each strap location, approximately 4´ from tent’s edge. Hammer the
stakes into the ground at a 30-45 degree angle away from the tent. Loop the strap over each stake.
4. Put side poles together, one bottom, capped pole and one pointed, top pole.
5. Place the four corner poles into position with the bottom slightly inward, toward the center. Tighten
straps until snug.
6. Put up the other side poles and tighten straps.
7. Erect one 3 piece center pole and position (one bottom capped pole, one middle pole and one
pointed, top pole). IMPORTANT: Tie the jumper rope to the center pole. This keeps the canopy from
lifting off of the center pole.
9. Go back around canopy and tighten all straps until the canopy is taut.
10. CAUTION: DO NOT decorate the tent with crepe paper or any material that will stain the canopy top.
11. Grilling and cooking should NOT be done under the canopy.
TAKE DOWN: DO NOT REMOVE TENSIONING STRAPS FROM CANOPY
1. Take down canopy when dry and return in appropriate bags.
2. Loosen Straps and remove center pole followed by side poles.
3. Pull up stakes and fold up dry canopy. (NOTE: leaves folded up with the canopy will cause permanent
stains

20ft x 30ft Tent Instructions
20’ x 30’ Party Tent Canopy Setup Instructions:
CONTENTS 20X30:
10 two piece side poles (20 total pieces)
2 three piece center poles (6 total pieces)
14 – 18˝ steel stakes
14 tensioning straps (attached to canopy)
1 pole bag
1 stake bucket
1 canopy bag

20ft x 30ft SET UP:
1. Spread the canopy flat and pull the corners square.
2. Pull straps out perpendicular to the edge of the canopy. See diagram.

3. Place stakes in the ground at each strap location, approximately 4´ from tent’s edge. Hammer the
stakes into the ground at a 30-45 degree angle away from the tent. Loop the strap over each stake.
4. Put side poles together, one bottom, capped pole and one pointed, top pole.
5. Place the four corner poles into position with the bottom slightly inward, toward the center. Tighten
straps until snug.
6. Put up the other side poles and tighten straps.
7. Erect two 3 piece center poles and position (one bottom capped pole, one middle pole and one
pointed, top pole). IMPORTANT: Tie the jumper rope to the center pole. This keeps the canopy from
lifting off of the center pole.
9. Go back around canopy and tighten all straps until the canopy is taut.
10. CAUTION: DO NOT decorate the tent with crepe paper or any material that will stain the canopy top.
11. Grilling and cooking should NOT be done under the canopy.
TAKE DOWN: DO NOT REMOVE TENSIONING STRAPS FROM CANOPY
1. Take down canopy when dry and return in appropriate bags.
2. Loosen Straps and remove center pole followed by side poles.
3. Pull up stakes and fold up dry canopy. (NOTE: leaves folded up with the canopy will cause permanent
stains)

